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Abstract. Let (V, 0) C (Cd+l, 0) be a quasi-ordinary singularity and n:

(V, 0) —y (Cd, 0) a quasi-ordinary projection. Cd has a natural Whitney

stratification given by the multiplicities of the discriminant locus of n. It

is proved that the pullback of this stratification gives a Whitney stratification

of (V, 0). Then using this result, an equisingular family of quasi-ordinary

singularities is studied.

1. Whitney stratification

Let (V, 0) be an irreducible hypersurface germ in (Cd+X, 0) and assume

that 0 £ V is a singular point (which is not isolated in general). (V, 0) is

quasi-ordinary if there is a finite map of analytic germs it: (V, 0) -+ (C*, 0)

that induces a surjection of Zariski tangent spaces and whose discriminant locus
D (the hypersurface in Cd over which it ramifies) has a normal crossing, it is

called a quasi-ordinary projection for (V, 0). We may choose local coordinates

xx,x2, ... ,xd, z such that it(xx, ... , xd, z) = (xx, ... , xd) and (V, 0) c

(Cd+X, 0) is defined by a pseudopolynomial / in Z :

f(Z) = Zm + gx(Xx, ... , Xd)Zm-x + ■ • • + gm(Xx, ... , Xd)

where the gi are power series in Xx, ... , Xd and g,(0, ... , 0) = 0.   (V, 0)
being quasi-ordinary means that the discriminant A of / has the form

A = X^---X^u(Xx,...,Xd),        u(0,...,0)*0.

It is known that the roots of f(Z) = 0 can be represented by fractional

power series (cf. [A])

C, = Hi(X\ln ,..., Xx/") = H(colXX\ln ,..., coidXxJn),        l<i<m,

where H is a power series and the c>y are «th roots of unity. Then we have

a parametrization of (V, 0) by C = H(X\'n , ... , XxJn), i.e.,  (V, 0) is the
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image of the map <J>: U —► Cd+X (U some neighborhood of 0 in Cd) given

by

(*) *(xi,..., xd) = (x,",..., xnd , H(xx,... , xd)).

C is called a quasi-ordinary parametrization of (V, 0).

Since the discriminant is A = Y[^j(Ci ~~ 0)» uniQue factorization of (frac-

tional) power series gives

Ci-Cj = X^n.-.xf"uij(Xlx/n,...,Xd/n)

where m,;(0, ... , 0) ^ 0 and at depends on i, j   (1 < / < d).

The fractional monomials Af,; = Xax     ■ ■ ■ Xadd'n so obtained are called the

characteristic monomials of C = H(XX    , ... , X{Jn). This set of monomials

determines quite a lot of geometry and topology of (V, 0) (cf. [B, G, LI, L2]).

Let it: (V, 0) —> (Cd, 0) and D be as before and \D\ be the reduced dis-

criminant locus of it. Then Cd has a filtration

D0 = Cd D Dx = \D\ D D2 D ■■ ■

where 7), = {x £ Cd\p\D\(x) > i} and P\d\(x) is the multiplicity of \D\ at x .

Proposition 1. The stratification of Cd associated to the above filtration is a

Whitney stratification.

Proof. Left to the reader.   Q.E.D.

Relabeling the variables if necessary, we may assume that the discriminant

A of f(Z) is divisible by Xj if and only if i < c. Then |7>| is defined by
Xx ■ ■ ■ Xc = 0 and (jci , ... , xd) £ Dt if and only if at least i of xx, ... , xc

are 0. Let

Ai = {(xx ,...,xd)£ Cd\xi = 0 for i £ 1},        I c {1, 2, ... , c},

and A°j — Ai-\JIcJ Aj . Then the connected components of D, -Di+X are the

A° with ic {1, 2, ... ,c} and |/| = i. Let Vf = n-1 (A°f and Vi = it~x(Ai)
be the pullbacks of A] and Aj, respectively. Since it\V,°: Vj° —> A] is an etale

covering (cf. [L2, Proposition 7.1.2, p. 86]), V = \JVI° is a complex analytic

stratification. The following theorem says it is also a Whitney stratification.

Theorem 2.   V = \J V{° is a Whitney stratification.

Proof. Let V,°, Vf be two strata such that V,° c Vj = Vj and p £ V°. To
show that (Vf, Vf) satisfies Whitney conditions at p, we begin with some

reduction.
By the characterization of the characteristic monomials given by Lipman (cf.

[L2, Proposition 1.5]), Vj is a quasi-ordinary singularity with quasi-ordinary

parametrization (/, where £/ is the fractional power series obtained from (

by substituting 0 for every one of the Xj, i £ J. So we may assume that
J = 0, i.e., Vj = V. Without loss of generality, we may assume that I =

{1,2, ... , e} c {1, 2, ... , c}, e < c. So we have to check the Whitney

conditions for (Vf , Vf) = (V°, K{° 2.e}) at p £ K{° 2     e) where V° = V°.

By a lemma of Lipman and its proof (cf. [L2, Lemma 7.2.3]), there exists

an analytic automorphism y/: (Cd+X, p) —> (Cd+X, 0) that maps (V, p) onto
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a subgerm (V, 0) of (Cd+X, 0) such that (V, 0) has quasi-ordinary param-

etrization

(,' = H'(Xl    , ... , Xe    , Xe+X, ... , Xd)

that has no characteristic monomial (in this case, (V, 0) is smooth) or whose

smallest characteristic monomial has the form

x^l"...xa/l\        fll-integers.

Under this automorphism, (V{X 2 ey, p) is mapped onto a subgerm (7,0)

of (V, 0) where Y is defined by' Xl'=--- = Xe = 0 in (K',0). Then C' can
be written as

C = X?,n ■ ■ ■ X?/He(X}/H ,...,Xd) + H0(XX ,...,Xd)

where e(0, ... , 0) ^ 0 and Ho(Xx, ... , Xd) is the sum of all those terms

cXP[ • • • Xpdd (c ± 0) appearing in f' for which every exponent />, is an integer.

By the analytic automorphism

(x\,... ,xd, z)-*(x\,... ,xd, z - Hq(xx , ... , xd))

of the germ (Cd+X, 0), (V, 0) is mapped onto a quasi-ordinary hypersurface

germ with quasi-ordinary parametrization

C-H0 = X\l/n • • • X?'He(X}fH ,...,Xd),       8(0,..., 0) / 0.

Therefore, it suffices to check the Whitney conditions for (F°, 7) at 0 € Y

where V has a quasi-ordinary parametrization

(, = X°l/n---X?/ne(Xl/n,...,Xd),       e(0,...,0)/0.

Then (*) can be written as

(**)   <J>(jc,,... , xd) = (xf,..., x2, xe+x,..., xd, x"1 ■ ■ ■ xfe(xx, ... , xd))

and V° = V° = {(xx, ... ,xd, z) £ V\xx,..., xe ^ 0}. Let

Pk =<D(**i, ••■ , xkd) £ V°,        Qk = (0, ... , 0,yke+i,...,ykd,0) £ Y,

such that Pk -> 0, Q^ — 0. Suppose 7A = TPkV -> T and 7^(2*: -» L =
(Li: • • •: Ld+X). We need to show that L c T.

By abuse of notation, we also use TPk, T to indicate the direction of Tpk,

T respectively.

The parametrization (**) gives TPk = ((-l)'Afi, ... , (~l)d+xMd+x) where

Af, is the minor of the Jacobian matrix D<t>(Pk) with the ith column deleted.

So we have

( xt.   ( de\ xak   ( de\

Xkdxe+X'---Xkdxd>    V

where x^ = x^\ ■ ■ ■ xakee. The secant PkQk is given by

PkQk = (*kX, ... , xke, xke+x -yke+x, ... , xkd -ykd, xkac).

Write T = (bx,... , bd+x). Then Tpk —» T and PkQk —yL mean that there
exist Xk , pk £ C such that

lim Xk TPk = T,        lim pk Pk Qk = L.
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Writing the two limits componentwise, we get

x"   ( dt\
(!) limXk^\aje + X^dx~)=bj'        l^J^e>

(2) ]imXk4^L = bj,       e<j<d,

(3) lim(-4) = bd+x,

(V) limpkxnkj = LJ,        \<j<e,

(2') lim pk (xkj -ykj) = Lj,        e <j <d,

(3') limpkxk2e = Ld+x.

Then

T-L = bxLx + ■■■ + bd+xLd+x = limlkTPk • pkPkQk

(4) d de \
+ J^ hHkXak(xkj-ykj)—-kkpkx'kl£\

j=e+l j J

= - bd+xLd+x (±^ - l) .

If bd+xLd+x = 0, then T • L = 0. If bd+xLd+x ̂  0, then we may assume that

bd+x = -1, Ld+X = e(0) and take Xk = \ , pk = l/xk . Then (1) and (1') show
that both limits limx^/x^j and limx^j/xg exist for 1 < j < e, and so the

limits lim(x^/xkj)a' and lim(xkj/xk)a' exist for 1 < j < e. Then the limits

e   ( xaVJ
lim JM -M    = lim(4)(a'+-+^)-" ,

j=\  \Xkj)

e    / xn  \a'

limI7.(^f)    =lim(x,T~(a,+ -+flf)

exist. Since lim xk = 0, we must have n-(ax-\-hae) = 0, i.e., Yfj=xaj/n-l

= 0. We still have T • L - 0 in (4). Therefore L c T. This completes the

proof.   Q.E.D.

2. Equisingular family

As an application, we now study the equisingularity of a family of quasi-

ordinary singularities.
Let {(Vt, 0,)\t £ S} be a family of J-dimensional hypersurface germs para-

metrized by a smooth germ (S, s) of dimension r. Let V be the total space

and W be the locus of the origins 0(. Namely, there is a flat morphism

<p: (V, 0) —y (S, s), where 0 = 0S, of complex analytic germs and a section

i:(S,s)-^(V,0) of <p such that Vt = <p-x(t) and i(t) = 0r. Then W = i(S)
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is a smooth subspace of V that is isomorphic to S. We have the following

notions of equisingularity (cf. [Z]):
• V is topologically equisingular along W at 0 if all (Vt,0t) have the

same topological type for t close to s, where we say that two germs (Vx, 0X)

and (V2,02) in (Cd+X, 0) have the same topological type if there exists a local

homeomorphism p: (Cd+X, K., 0.) -► (Cd+X, V2, 02) of the triples.

• V is differentially equisingular along W at 0 if (V, W) satisfies the

Whitney conditions at 0.
Now, we assume that there is a finite map p: V -* Cd xS such that p(W) =

{0} xS is an isomorphism and pt = p\ Vt: Vt —► Cd is a quasi-ordinary projection

of (Vt,0t) for every t £ S. Thus {(Vt,0t)} is a family of quasi-ordinary

singularities. Then by the results of Gau and Lipman (cf. [G, L2]), we have

Theorem 3. V is topologically equisingular along W at each point of W if all

(Vt, 0,) have the same characteristic monomials. Conversely, (V,, 0t) have the

same (normalized) characteristic monomials (may not be with respect to the pi)

if V is topologically equisingular along W.

Therefore, the characteristic monomials determine the topological equisin-

gularity of the family {(Vt, 0,)}. Similar results are also true for differential

equisingularity. We will prove the following theorems.

Theorem 4. If all (V,, 0t) have the same characteristic monomials then W is

a stratum of a Whitney stratification of (V, 0), and so (V, 0) is differentially

equisingular along W at any point of W.

Theorem 5. If W is a stratum of a Whitney stratification of (V, 0) then all the

(V,, 0,) have the same (normalized) characteristic monomials.

Proof of Theorem 5. By a well-known result of Thom and Mather, (V, 0) is

topologically equisingular along W at each point of W. Then all (Vt, 0t) have

the same topological type in (Cd+X, 0). By Theorem 2, all (V,, 0t) have the

same (normalized) characteristic monomials.   Q.E.D.

To prove Theorem 4, we start with some preparation.

Lemma 6. Let F: (X, x) —» (S, s) be a deformation of (Xq , xo) with a section

a: S —► X, and let Xt = F~x(t) and xt = er~x(t). If (X,, xt) is analytically
isomorphic to (Xq , xo) for all t £ (S, s), then F is analytically trivial, i.e., X

is isomorphic to (X0, Xo) x (S, s) (cf. [T, Theorem 2.1]).

Since (S, s) is smooth, we may assume that (S, s) = (C, 0). By the flatness

of tp: (V, 0) -> (C, 0), we may assume that FcCw x C is defined by

f(Xl,...,Xd+l,Yl,...,Yr) = f(X,Y) = 0

and </> is induced by the second projection Cd+X x C —> C . The (Vt, 0() is

defined by f,(X) = f(Xx,... , Xd+X, f,,..., tr) = 0 in Cd+X . Since (V0, 0) is
a quasi-ordinary singularity, we may choose the local coordinates xx, ... , xd, z

for C^1 at 0 such that

f0(Xl,...,Xd,Z) = f(Xl,...,Xd,Z,0,...,0)

= Zm + gx(Xx,...,Xd)Zm-x+--- + gm(Xx,...,Xd)
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as before. Then /(0, ... , 0, Z , 0, ... , 0) = Zm . By the Weierstrass prepara-

tion theorem, we may assume

f(Xx,...,Xd,Z,Yx,...,Yr) = Zm + ax(X,Y)Zm-x+--- + am(X,Y).

Also, we may identify p: V —> Cd x S = Cd x C with the restriction to V of

7rxid:Cd+1 xC'^C^C

where it(xx, ... , xd, z) = (xx, ... , xd). Now, we can prove the following key

lemma.

Lemma 7. If all (Vt, 0() have the same characteristic monomials with respect

to pt, then the total space (V, 0) itself is a quasi-ordinary singularity with the

quasi-ordinary projection p: V -> Cd x S.

Proof. Let A = A(X, Y) be the discriminant of / (as a polynomial in Z).

Then At = A(X, t) is the discriminant of f(Xx, ... , Xd, Z). Since all (Vt, 0,)
have the same characteristic monomials, A, = Ao«r, where ut is unit, for t £

(C, 0); and so the discriminant locus (Dt, t) of p, is analytically isomorphic

to (Do, 0). If D is the disciminant locus of p, then Lemma 6 asserts that
p is analytically trivial, and so D ~ D x Cr is a normal crossing. Therefore,

(V, 0) itself is a quasi-ordinary singularity.   Q.E.D.

Now, we can prove Theorem 4.

Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma 7 and its proof, (V, 0) is a quasi-ordinary

singularity defined by f(Xx, ... , Xd, Z, Yx, ... , Yr) = 0, where

/(o,...,o,y,,...,yr) = o,

with discriminant

(5)     A = X?---X?u(Xx,...,Xd,...,Yx,...,Yr),        u(0,....0)^0.

Let V = {JVj° be the Whitney stratification as in Theorem 2.

If e = d in (5),  W = 0 x Cr = K{,,2,...,</} = Vft 2     d); and so  W is a

stratum of V = (j Vf .
If e < d in (5), then by (**), K{° 2     e) = {0} x Crf+'-f x Cr and we have

W = 0 xCrc K{°,i2tmf,} = (0xCd+x~e)xCr.

It is trivial that (Vfx 2 e, - W, W) satisfies Whitney conditions. For any

stratum Vf with |/| < e , since (Vf , Vf 2      .) satisfies Whitney conditions

and  W c K{°, 2.e}, (Vf, W) and (I)0,' K{°li2,...,,} - W) satisfy Whitney

conditions. Then we have a Whitney stratification

v= (U F/0)u(^,2,...,e}-*nu^

with IF as a stratum. This completes the proof.   Q.E.D.
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